HERE’S WHAT YOU GET WITH A PDF OR COMBINATION
ELECTRONIC/PDF SUBSCRIPTION

Foxhunting Life Has a New Look!
Ta...dah! A new look for Foxhunting Life and two new
subscription plans!
We’ve migrated to an uptodate version of our
platform that offers improved security and better
viewing on personal devices. Also, we are introducing
new subscription options.
Remember when we polled readers on whether or not
PDF files of our entire emagazine would be of interest
to some of you? We were encouraged by your answers,
so included with this issue of FHL WEEK we have
attached a printable PDF file containing all the articles
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in their entirety. It’s a sample of what you get with
either of our two new subscription offerings: a Printable PDF Subscription or an upgrade to
the Combination Electronic/PDF Subscription.
We now offer three annual subscription plans: (1) the same Electronic Subscription that
we have been offering since we started, (2) a new Printable PDF Subscription in which
subscribers receive via email a PDF file of the entire emagazine, FHL WEEK, twice a month,
which they can print out in its entirety (no readmore links!), and (3) a Combination
Electronic/PDF Subscription. Here’s how the new subscription plans will work:
1. ELECTRONIC SUBSCRIPTION
$40.00 per year ($20.00 for juniors and professional hunt staff)
You get (as before):
1. Full access to the Foxhunting Life website (www.foxhuntinglife.com) plus our e
magazine, FHL WEEK, via email, twice a month.
2. Access to the complete text and photos of every article, including search capability to the
article archives in the website.
3. Ten percent discount on everything in the Foxhunting Life Shop: Books, Calendars, Blue
Birdseye Stock Ties, CDs, and DVDs.
4. Access to all the resources of the Foxhunting Life website: Free Classified Ad placement;
Travel and Stabling Directory; guidelines to correct attire, tack, appointments, and hunting
etiquette; video demonstration of the calls on the horn; photo galleries; hunt breakfast
recipes collection, and much more.
2. PRINTABLE PDF SUBSCRIPTION
$40.00 per year ($20.00 for juniors and professional hunt staff)
For those who want to read from the printed page only, you get:
1. A printable PDF file, via email, of every issue of our twicemonthly emagazine, FHL
WEEK. Every article in it’s entirety. No readmore links to click, no login process to
complete.
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2. Print it out at home and read every issue in the comfort of your favorite armchair. May be
punched and collected in a binder.
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3. COMBINATION ELECTRONIC/PRINTABLE PDF SUBSCRIPTION
$60.00 per year ($30.00 for juniors and professional hunt staff)
You get all of the above—everything in both plans.
Why and How
With these choices, we hope to satisfy (1) those current subscribers who have been and
continue to be happy with an allelectronic website and publication; (2) those nonpaying
subscribers to the free, abbreviated version of FHL WEEK who prefer to read paper
magazines; and (3) those current electronic subscribers who would also like the option to
print out our twicemonthly emagazine, FHL WEEK. These three subscription choices are
available to you when you click on any of the “Subscribe” links.
Current subscribers may change or upgrade their subscription at any time. All changed
or upgraded subscriptions will begin a new oneyear period, and the subscription price
will be automatically reduced to fully credit the unused portion of the active
subscription.
We hope you will like our “new look” and that our new website platform and software will
work smoothly and easily for you. We are holding our breath, and our fingers are crossed!
Be sure to contact us if you have any problem or question in dealing with the changes.
Posted October 8, 2015

Bizarro Politics
Awash in the political tsunami of hopeful
presidential nominees swarming over us on TV,
Bena Mae Seivers, writing for the Corbin News
Journal in Kentucky, is reminded of something
she read a few years ago. At the time she just
thought it was just a funny story. Now, she says,
it begins to make some sense.
by Bena Mae Seivers
The story goes that one fine evening a Mrs.
George Wood called a Dr. Martin Satterfield, a
veterinarian, from her home. It was about her
mule, Horace. After asking a few questions and
hearing the answers, Dr. Satterfield said, “Give
him a dose of mineral oil, and if he ain’t alright in
the morning, call me, and I’ll come out and take a look at your mule.”
She wanted to know how to give the mule the mineral oil and the Doctor said “Give it
through a funnel.”
She protested that the mule might bite her, and the Doctor, becoming exasperated, said,
“You’re a farm woman, and you know about those things. Give it to him in the other end.”
So she went down to the barn and there stood Horace moaning and groaning. She
searched for a funnel and in desperation saw Uncle Bill’s hunting horn hanging on the wall.
She took the horn and affixed it properly. Then she reached up on the shelf and instead of
picking up the mineral oil, she unwittingly grabbed a bottle of liniment and poured a
liberal dose into the horn.
Horace raised his head with a sudden jerk and stood dead still for maybe three seconds.
Then he let out a squeal that could be heard a mile down the road and reared up on his
hind legs and off he went at a mad gallop. Since he was in pain, every few jumps he made,
the horn would blow. All the hound dogs in the neighborhood knew it meant that Uncle
Bill was going fox hunting, so out in the road they went, joyously following Uncle Bill.
Witnesses said they’d never seen anything like it.
By this time it was good and dark. Horace and the dogs were coming to the Inland
Waterway. The bridgetender heard the horn blowing erratically and figured a fast boat was
approaching. He hurriedly went out and cranked up the bridge. Horace went kerplunk into
the water and unfortunately drowned. But the pack of dogs that went into the water all
swam out okay.
And now for the end of the story:
The bridge tender was also the sheriff of the county and was running for reelection at the
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time. But he managed to get only seven votes, and they were from kinfolks. Those who
took the time to analyze the election figured that any man who didn’t know the difference
between a mule with a horn up its caboose and a boat coming down the river wasn’t fit to
hold any public office in the county.
Posted October 11, 2015
Republished with the permission of the Corbin News Journal.
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The Eastern Coyote
Early in the twentieth century, at the behest of western
ranching and agricultural interests that were losing
stock to predators, the U.S. Government instituted
program after program designed to erase the wolf,
grizzly bear, mountain lion, and coyote from the
landscape. The programs were mostly successful in
their purpose: the wolf, grizzly, and mountain lion were
driven nearly to extinction. The coyote, however, was
the one predator that not only survived the pressure,
but increased its population and its range. How it did
that is one of the mysteries of the animal world.
The Pennsylvania Game Commission has published an
excellent study of the eastern coyote (Wildlife Note 39),
which we believe readers—even those familiar with the Illustration by Doug Pifer
species—will find substantive and revealing. We
republish it here with the kind permission of the Pennsylvania Game Commission.
The eastern coyote has stirred as much interest and emotion as any other animal in
Pennsylvania. Seeing a coyote or hearing the howl of this wild, wily animal is a great reward
of nature to many people. Others fear this animal just knowing it is in the wild. Some
sportsmen dislike coyotes because they think the predators kill too many game animals.
Trappers and hunters find coyotes to be especially challenging. Some farmers lose
livestock due to coyote predation. The coyote has been referred to as the brush wolf,
prairie wolf, coydog (misnomer) and eastern coyote.
The eastern coyote, Canis latrans, is found throughout the northeastern United States and
southeastern Canada. Recent research shows the eastern coyote is an immigrant, the origin
of which likely involved interbreeding between coyotes and gray wolves. Analysis of DNA
suggests coyotewolf hybridization has occurred. Other studies indicate that the eastern
coyote is intermediate in size and shape between gray wolves and western coyotes. As a
result, the eastern coyote exhibits different behavior, habitat use, pelt coloration, prey
preferences and homerange sizes from its western cousin. The eastern coyote is the
largest canine found in Pennsylvania. The following information pertains to the coyote in
Pennsylvania and throughout northeastern United States.
History
Fossil records indicate coyotes have existed in what is today eastern North America since
the Pleistocene period, a million years ago. Occurrence has been intermittent over that
time, and only in the past 75 years has the animal appeared to become common. The
coyote’s status in Pennsylvania during the 1700s and 1800s is clouded with that of the wolf.
Old bounty records indicate both coyotes and wolves from other sections of the country
were fraudulently turned in as wolves here during the late 1800s.
Little is known of the wolf in Pennsylvania, or if indeed the same animal now called the
“eastern coyote” in fact might have been similar to the wolf of the past. Pictures dating to
the 1930s have appeared over the years in the Pennsylvania Game Commission’s magazine,
Game News. These animals look like the same coyotes being killed today. The first coyote
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identified as an animal similar to what we today call the “eastern coyote” was killed in
Tioga County in 1940. In the late 1960s, it appears an influx of coyotes entered northern
Pennsylvania from the Catskill Mountains in New York, and from there they spread south
and west across the state. In the 1970s, the highest population in Pennsylvania was in the
Pocono Mountains. The coyote continued to expand its range during the late 1970s and
occupied the entire state by 1990, with the highest populations across the northern half of
the state.
Biology
The eastern coyote is much larger than its western counterpart. Adult males in
Pennsylvania weigh 45 to 55 pounds. Females are smaller, weighing 35 to 40 pounds. Total
body lengths of eastern coyotes range from 48 to 60 inches. Their pelage colors range from
light blond to reddish blond to gray, and from dark brown washed with black to black.
Generally, coyotes are gray to a German shepherd coloration. Their legs are gray, tan and
reddish, often with black markings or lines down the front of the front legs. The cheeks
and behind the ears are reddish or chestnut colored. Blond, reddish and black coyotes
might not have any noticeable black stripes on their front legs. A coyote’s ears are erect
and its bottlebrush tail usually is held in a downward position. Normally, its eyes are
yellow, but some with brown eyes have been found.

Coyotes are monogamous; they maintain
pair bonds for several years. The social
unit centers around the mated pair and its
offspring. However, the delayed dispersal
of some offspring might result in
extended family relationships beyond a
year. A social group occupying a territory
might include a pair of adults (generally
more than a year old), transients (ages 6 to
18 months), predispersing subadults
(usually less than a year old) and non
breeding associates that are more than a
year old. Observations indicate other
coyotes living in a territory might help
provide food to a growing litter.
Normally, females do not breed until their
second winter, but there are cases of
some yearling females breeding and
producing litters. They have one heat
period that lasts four to five days, usually
in February. The litters are born from mid
April to early May, and litter sizes average
Illustration by Doug Pifer
five to seven pups. Coyotes compensate
for unusually high mortality by having larger litters. Known denning sites range from
beneath overturned trees, piles of tree stumps, rock dens, and dugout red fox dens. Dens
usually are located on southerly exposures. The pups are moved frequently to new dens to
avoid detection. Young coyotes begin to disperse from the family group during October,
when they’re 6 months old. Studies in Pennsylvania indicate some juvenile coyotes
dispersed up to 100 miles, but 30 to 50 miles is more common.
Coyotes use a variety of yips, barks and howls to communicate and periodically assemble
into larger packs. Coyotes at times will “pack” and at other times will hunt alone or in the
company of another coyote or two. They primarily are nocturnal, but often hunt during
daylight hours, especially in the morning. Howling might occur at any time of day, but the
highest activity usually is at night. A coyote’s senses of smell, hearing and alertness are
especially keen.
Habitat
The coyote has adapted to a wide variety of habitats in Pennsylvania. The animals can be
found in the heavily forested northeast and north central regions of the state, in dairy and
cropland areas, and even around the heavily populated areas of Philadelphia, Harrisburg,
Pittsburgh and Erie. Coyotes prefer heavy, brushy cover found in places such as clearcuts,
and they often live along edges between forest and agricultural areas where prey is
abundant.
Food Habits
The coyote is a generalist. An analysis of 300 coyote scats collected in Pennsylvania
indicates a wide array of food items in the coyote’s diet. Mammals from at least 13 genera
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were found, ranging from small mice and voles to deer. Overall, deer was the dominant
food, occurring in 57 percent of the scats. It’s not surprising deer are an abundant food
source, given the high deer density in many areas and the large number of deer killed on
the highways, lost to starvation or dying for any number of other reasons.
Rabbits and woodchucks ranked behind small mammals and deer as important food items.
Birds were found in 10 percent of the scats, and insects in 18 percent. Plant material
occurred in 50 percent of the scats. Various kinds of fruits are important foods during the
late summer and fall, but plant material appears important on a yearround basis. While no
livestock was found in the analysis, predation on sheep, chickens, ducks, goats and
domestic rabbits does occur, but at a low rate. However, depredation can be significant in
localized areas or at certain farms.
Population
Coyotes are found throughout Pennsylvania, but are most common in the northern half.
Mortality from hunting and trapping approaches 60 percent for young coyotes, and only 15
percent for adults. Coyote populations throughout North America have continued to
expand, despite man’s attempt to control them. If there’s one thing we have learned about
this intriguing animal, it’s that the coyote, not man, controls the coyote’s destiny.
Posted October 5, 2015
Wildlife Note  39, Revised 07/2014
More Wildlife Notes are available from the Pennsylvania Game Commission, Bureau of
Information and Education, Dept. MS, 2001 Elmerton Ave., Harrisburg, PA 171109797.

William Dunlap: The Walker Foxhound as an
Allegory
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“Dunlap” by William Dunlap; foreword by Julia Reed, essay by J. Richard Gruber; Jackson,
MS: University of Mississippi Press, 2006; available at Amazon

William Dunlap is an important contemporary artist of the South with a powerful affinity
for southern landscapes and Walker foxhounds. Dunlap’s work may be seen in many
prestigious collections, including the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Corcoran
Collection of the National Gallery of Art.
His book, Dunlap, features more than one hundred works, produced over a thirtyyear
period. It is published in a trade hardback and a limited edition of two hundred signed,
boundinlinen covers, housed in a matching linencovered clamshell box. A signed,
numbered print featuring four Walker foxhounds is included in the box. The book's cover
features a surrealist landscape with a white Walker foxhound, Delta Dog Trot, appearing
ready to climb right out of the painting, a nod to nineteenth century trompe l’oeil
techniques. The painting, “Delta Dog Trot, Landscape Askew” hangs at the Alluvian Hotel
in Greenwood, Mississippi.
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Dunlap’s grandfather was “a foxhunter of the old school,” Dunlap writes. “He bred and
hunted generations of pure blood Walker Hounds. With names like Lucky, Mary, Speck,
Sally and Bo, these dogs were all legs, lungs, nose and heart. They lived to run, but spent
most of their lives laying around the kennel, eating, sleeping, stretching and occasionally
giving off the deepthroated mouth that would send any fox in earshot scurrying for the
nearest hole.

Flat Out Gin Dog, 15 x 42 inches

“The hounds would perk up their ears late of an afternoon when a pickup or two with dogs
in the back pulled into the lot. The men would stand around, talk, chew tobacco, and then
about dark, load up the dogs—who by now were in a high state of agitation—and off they’d
drive. There was sure enough about to be a fox race.
“The men would release the hounds at some preordained spot and then ride the ridge
roads all night listening for the telltale sound of the lead dog opening on a fox. The race
was on, not to be watched, but rather followed by ear. From this highpitched cacophony
of the ‘dogs’ mouth,’ the men could identify whose hound was ahead, whether they had
struck a gray or a red, and whose farm they were tearing up. ‘The race’ was one man’s dog
against the others, the fox almost peripheral to the real contest at hand.
“By dawn, with the prey gone to ground and hounds quiet, the men would blow their truck
horns and shout their dogs’ names. My grandfather’s pack came to the call of an old
hunting horn that had been his father’s. The foxhounds would come straggling in,
exhausted, tongues hanging out, limping and bleeding from barbed wire cuts.
“Not all would be accounted for. I once rode around for several days with my grandfather
looking for a favored dog, still missing. I’d never seen a grown man so distraught. A friend
pulled up beside him and the conversation went something like,
“‘Cas. I think I seen your dog.’
“‘Where ‘bouts?’
“‘Back at the Osborne place. Laying up on the porch.’
“My grandfather narrowed his eyes and in a steely voice said, ‘No dog of mine would ever
lay on somebody’s porch.’
“We drove away.”

Dog Trot Agri Building

Dunlap’s artwork includes widescale traditional landscapes, traditional imagery mixed with
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surrealist surprises, and mixed media constructions. Speaking directly to Foxhunting Life
readers about his art, and especially about the examples in this article, Dunlap writes,
“Walker Hounds for me are very powerful symbols, and all animals are generally standins
for an often missing human presence. The scarlet jacketed riders in these works are an
exception.
“I am of course very much aware of the grand school of English hunting scenes, and did so
enjoy the Munnings exhibition in Middleburg last season. What I do is not to emulate but
somehow build on, counter, to make contemporary that remarkable body of work with
which we are all so familiar.

HorseDrawnHousePlace

“The painting “Horse Drawn–House Place” is one of a series of Ridge Run paintings, in
which the high horizon line generally supports a dwelling, with some reference to
industrialization in the background, and a mess of dogs and horses and hunters frolicking
in the foreground. Scooter, the Jack Russell terrier is doing his best impersonation of an art
critic.
“All these paintings, whether on paper, wood or canvas relate to one another. The dogs
running free, whether in front of a cotton gin or a Blue Ridge sunset speaks volumes to our
human experience and interaction with the landscape. And that's the job of the artist, to
somehow get it down, to relate what it's like to be on the planet during our time and
place.”

Down Wind Fall Light

William Dunlap maintains studios in McLean, Virginia; Mathiston, Mississippi; and Coral
Gables, Florida. In addition to the Metropolitan and the Corcoran Collection at the
National Gallery, Dunlap’s work is included in collections of the Lauren Rogers Museum,
Mississippi Museum of Art, Museum of Southwestern Virginia in Roanoke, Ogden Museum
of Southern Art in New Orleans, Exxon Mobil Corporation, Riggs Bank, IBM Corporation,
Federal Express, The Equitable Collection, Arkansas Art Center, the United States State
Department, and United States Embassies throughout the world. He has had solo
exhibitions at a great many venues, including the Corcoran Gallery of Art and National
Academy of Science.
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In 1935, Professor Ellsworth Woodward at Tulane University called out to southern artists to
find a symbol for The South. William Dunlap has a candidate for that honor. “I don’t think
we could possibly do better,” he writes, “than to elevate the everpresent, ubiquitous,
obedient, intelligent, loyal, devoted, dilatory, lazy, noble, faithful, libido driven, sly, sneaky,
benign, slobbering, dangerous, mangy, fleabitten, rabiescarrying, chickenkilling, car
chasing, eggsucking, Southern Dog.
Posted October 1, 2015
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Sally Young (19422015)
Sally Fendall Harrison Young of Marshall,
Virginia, died peacefully on October 1, 2015 at
age seventytwo. Her beloved husband of fifty
two years, James L. Young, MFH, Orange County
Hounds (VA), predeceased her in 2012.
Back in their day, when Melvin was still hunting
the Orange County hounds, my phone would
ring. “When are you coming out to play with
us?” Sally would ask. Joan and I would be there
the next hunting day. Jimmy led the field, and if
he always seemed to be wellmounted, it was
probably thanks to Sally’s schooling.
Sally was born on October 16, 1942, in Leesburg,
Virginia to the late Stirling and Hester Ann
Harrison. She was a graduate of The Gunston
School in Centreville, Maryland, and a member
of Daughters of the American Revolution. A
dedicated horsewoman, Sally’s passion began as
a toddler and continued throughout her life. She
was a member of numerous foxhunting and
equine associations, including the Loudoun
Douglas Lees photo
Hunt, the Orange County Hunt, Virginia Trail
Riding Association and the Virginia Foxhounds Association.
Her sisters, Hester Ann Glans and Nancy L. Riner, also predeceased her.
Survivors include her sons, Stirling H. Young and James R. Young; a sister, Elizabeth H.
Goulart; four grandchildren, and many nieces and nephews.
A service celebrating her life will be held at 11 a.m. Friday, October 16, 2015—her birthday
—at Trinity Episcopal Church in Upperville, Virginia.
Memorial contributions may be made to the Morven Park Equestrian Center or the
Museum of Hounds & Hunting at the Westmoreland Davis Memorial Foundation, Morven
Park, 17195 Southern Planter Lane, Leesburg, Va. 20178, Attention: S. Musgrave.
Click to offer online condolences.
Posted October 7, 2015
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FortyFive Years Carrying the Horn
Hugh Robards, huntsman for the
Middleburg Hunt (VA), was recently
photographed by his daughter Emily
before mounting up for a cubhunting
morning. Robards has been hunting
hounds for fortyfive years. After
whippingin to some of the most notable
huntsmen in England—including Captain
Ronnie Wallace at the Heythrop—
Robards began his long career as
huntsman at the County Limerick (IRE) for
Lord Daresbury, MFH in 1970. After
twentyseven years of showing brilliant
sport over the ditches and banks to
sportsmen and women from all over the
world, he moved to the U.S. Robards is
the author of an outofprint memoir,
Foxhunting in England, Ireland and North
America and Foxhunting: How to Watch
and Listen, now in its second printing.
Posted October 11, 2015
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